
Growing potatoes with love for over 30 years.



DP Fresca 
Cyprus Ltd
The company’s primary activity is the production, 

packaging, storing and exporting of Cyprus 

potatoes. In order to satisfy the demands of our 

clients we incessantly make sure that our farmers 

are fully aware that quality is our priority. Thus, 

we constantly supervise the planting, grading, 

packing, shipping and marketing of each and every 

one of our esteemed products.

DP Fresca Cyprus Ltd

Athinon Street 4, 2413 Engomi, Nicosia, Cyprus

Packing House Ormideia, Cyprus

T: +357 24 720 222

F: +357 24 722 260

E: info@frescacy.com

www.frescacy.com
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Our Story
The company was founded by Demetris Petrides 

who cherishes an experience of more than 

30 years in the field of potato and vegetable 

cultivation.

In order to meet the highest possible standards 

and provide the best quality in this demanding 

industry, the Company decided to construct its 

own Packing premises in 2010. Since then, the 

Company boasts an enormous expansion in terms 

of productivity and efficiency.

We guarantee the highest possible 
quality for our products, having an 
adequate and well trained staff that 
monitors the process from start to 
finish.

Our Packing premises are fully accredited with the 

most distinguished standards, such as IFS, BRC, 

and ISO 22000, having been awarded the highest 

grades for these standards. We have chosen a 

prime location, situated in the heart of the potato 

fields, also known as the “Red Soil” area, in Cyprus.

The Company has already been established as one 

of the most prestigious potato export companies 

of the island, fulfilling its objective to provide 

highquality products to its clients from various 

European countries, such as Greece, England, 

Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Croatia, Poland, 

Ireland, Slovenia, Serbia, Austria and Luxembourg. 

Our services are reserved in the local market only 

for few, handpicked clients.

Therefore, in order to increase our efficiency and 

meet the demands of all our clients, we have 

invested in top grading machines. The Company 

has managed to organize a specially selected team 

of approximately 70 farmers, all awarded with the 

GLOBALG.A.P. certification.

Our Packing premises are capable of exporting 

potatoes the year round, aiming at expanding 

in the near future into the Middle East and the 

Persian Gulf area.
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DEMETRIS PETRIDES

Founder & Managing Director

He studied at Queen Mary College (University 

of London) where he got his B.Sc. in Economics. 

From 1981 until 1983 he worked at Coopers & 

Lybrand and from 1983 he took over various 

family businesses including the business of the 

production and distribution of vegetables in 

Cyprus and Greece. Since 2005 he is involved 

in the export of agricultural products and is the 

founder and Managing director of DP Fresca. 

Demetris Petrides is also the Vice-President 

and Director of Ellinas Finance Public Company 

Limited, a Cyprus-based boutique lending firm 

and he is a Director of Actibond Growth Fund Ltd. 

He has also served as a member on the Board of 

Directors of various public and private companies, 

including Philiki Ivestments Ltd and Philiki Real 

Estate Limited.

NEARCHOS PETRIDES 

Director

CEO of Ellinas Finance PCL. Nearchos Petrides 

graduated from the Grammar School (High 

School) in 2006 and then obtained a Bachelor’s 

Degree (BSc Hons) in Finance, Accounting and 

Management from the University of Nottingham 

in the UK and the University of Nottingham in 

Malaysia. In 2011 he joined KPMG Limited in Cyprus 

and worked for three and a half years in the 

Audit Department of the company. As a Senior 

Supervisor, he specialised in the external audit 

of insurance companies and credit institutions 

and also acquired valuable experience in auditing 

companies listed on the Cyprus Stock Exchange. 

He achieved the title of a Chartered Accountant, 

and he is a member of the Institute of Chartered 

Accountants in England and Wales since 2015. 

From June 2015 he was appointed Executive 

Officer of Ellinas Finance PLC and since July 2016, 

he is Alternate Director on the Board of Directors 

of Ellinas Finance PCL. In addition, he is a member 

of the Board of Directors of Actibond Growth Fund 

Public Company Limited, a company listed on the 

Cyprus Stock Exchange. He is a member of Rotary 

Nicosia Aspelia.

ANDREAS PETRIDES

Sales Manager

Andreas Petrides obtained his Bachelor’s Degree 

(BSc Hons) in Business Management from the 

University of Middlesex in 2015. During his years 

in London (2011 - 2015) he had the opportunity to 

gain valuable working experience in a company 

exclusively related to the fruit and vegetable 

industry of wholesale and distribution in North 

London. In September 2016 Andreas moved to 

Athens where he begun his professional career 

working at a local company specialised in 

importing, exporting and wholesale of potatoes. 

During 2018 he introduced ALLVEG Ltd, a local 

company specialized in the distribution of fresh 

fruits and vegetables in restaurants and hotels 

(HORECA) as a new venture of his family business 

FRESCA.

Our People
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS

One of our main goals is to become an established 

company not only in the European market, but 

also in the Mediterranean, in the Middle East and 

the Persian Gulf area, forging strong relationships 

with each one of our esteemed clients. Such a goal 

demands definite, high values.

CLIENT TRUST AND SATISFADDCTION

Measuring Client satisfaction has become an 

integral part of our management strategies across 

the globe. Moreover, the quality assurance and 

accreditation process that all of our clients are 

looking for requires a regular measurement of our 

client’s satisfaction.

We invest heavily on building trust between our 

clients and our Management team and therefore 

our two co-founders organize regular visits and 

meetings with our clients, seeking to enhance and 

further cultivate this trust.

FARMER TRUST AND SATISFACTION

We highly value and respect our farmers, 

believing them to be the starting point for a 

successful year and fully acknowledging our 

mutual interdependence. Having confidence in our 

farmer’s reliability and integrity, incident upon their 

competence, honesty, and responsibility, we forge 

relationships of mutual trust and faith.

QUALITY

“We have seen dramatic improvements to our 

build quality, including efficiency”
Demetris Petrides

Our implemented quality management system 

enables the testing and certification of our 

products. Investing in quality has helped the 

Company to win more business and satisfy all of 

our customers. Through experience, we examined 

tools commonly used to make employees and 

farmers care about quality, including training, and 

daily communication.

EFFECTIVE RESOURCE UTILISATION

We are continually striving to reduce waste in 

every area of our workplace, from the factory floor 

to offices and employee cafeterias, while working

to improve recycling and helping to create a 

recycling-based society. Towards that end, DP 

Fresca Cyprus Ltd is implementing measures 

aiming to achieve zero waste emissions through 

recycling and reducing the amount of waste.

FARMER TRUST AND SATISFACTION

We highly value and respect our farmers, 

believing them to be the starting point for a 

successful year and fully acknowledging our 

mutual interdependence. Having confidence in our 

farmer’s reliability and integrity, incident upon their 

competence, honesty, and responsibility, we forge 

relationships of mutual trust and faith.

Performance-orientation

In a highly competitive agricultural industry 

it is essential to be effective and efficient. We 

therefore, value the training and development of 

our staff through continuous training seminars.

We set ambitious goals; we communicate high 

expectations to our employees thus building their 

self confidence and intellectually challenge them.

We require formal feedback from the employees, 

something necessary for improving performance; 

therefore we expect direct and explicit

communication between our sales, logistics and 

administration departments.

Our Values
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The distinctive red clay soil of Cyprus is perfect 

for growing potatoes, and is even transferred from 

the island’s interior along its coast to extend the 

season of this versatile, thin-skinned potato.

Hundreds of small Cypriot farmers contribute 

to the crop, which is popular around the world 

for its good, earthy flavour. Cyprus potatoes are 

considered ideal for both boiling and baking, also 

providing excellent chips. 

Putting Food Safety and Sustainability on our 

roots! 

Our farmers are all accredited with the Certificate 

of GLOBALG.A.P., a worldwide standard, that 

assures good agriculture practices. The Certificate 

is issued to farmers that have safe and sustainable 

agriculture as their priority, making their working 

environment healthier.

The main produced and exported varieties are 

Spunta, Everest, Annabelle, Marfona, Allians, 

Nicola, Cara, Charlotte, Vitabella and El Mundo.

Our Varieties

GENERAL USE
Spunta
Everest
El mundo

SALAD POTATOES
Anabelle
Charlotte
Allians
Nicola
Vitabella
Antonia
Alexandra

BAKERS
Cara
Marfona
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PLANNING

Our Planning depends on the number of orders 

we receive from our customers and from the 

significant experience we have gained throughout 

the years.

Planning ahead is essential as our main principle is 

the duty of care to our Customers.

MANAGEMENT

The Company’s management team organizes an 

initial meeting with the farmers in late August in 

order to discuss and prepare the initial planning of 

the year.

The farmers state their expectations for 

the forthcoming year and discuss with our 

management team about the amount of seed 

they’ll probably need to be provided, as well as 

other general issues relevant to the growing of 

potatoes.

SALES

Our Sales department is in daily contact with our 

farmers, keeping up to date with our planning 

process.

QUALITY

We import the best quality of potato seed which 

is allocated to our farmers who, in turn, arrange 

for the plantation of the seed. Quality Controls 

are vital as we believe that the implementation of 

controls sustains the high quality of our products 

throughout the whole year.

PROCESS

We import the best quality of potato seed which 

is allocated to our farmers who, in turn, arrange 

for the plantation of the seed. Quality Controls 

are vital as we believe that the implementation of 

controls sustains the high quality of our products 

throughout the whole year.

HARVESTING

Once the potatoes are ready for harvesting, our 

farmers inform the Company’s agronomist to 

progress the final approval for the potatoes to be 

lifted from the ground. 

The farmers deliver the potatoes to the Packing 

Premises and then the Company provides the 

services of grading, sorting, packing, and exporting 

to the clients.

There is an adequate number of staff who is 

engaged in the grading, sorting and packing of 

the potatoes in order to achieve the Company’s 

objective to provide a top quality end product to 

each and every one of its clients. 

LOGISTICS

We guarantee Safe and Fast delivery for your 

products!

The logistics department takes over the next and 

final step which is to organise the orders of each 

client and arrange for the transportation of the 

potatoes from the Packing Premises to the port 

in order to transfer the potatoes to our clients as 

soon as possible.

Potatoes will be packed according to client preferences. We are capable of packing:

Packing, Process & Structure

1,250
Kgs

25
Kgs

20
Kgs

10
Kgs

5
Kgs

Jumbos
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Fresca’s
Packing 
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DP Fresca
Athinon Street 4, 2413 Engomi, Nicosia, Cyprus   •   Packing House Ormideia, Cyprus
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